THINK IT OVER!

**ACROSS**

1. Office note
2. Malay tribe
3. Main homophone
4. Sawbones
5. Bookies' concern
6. Kind of used car
7. Limned
8. Alt.
9. Norwegian Saint
10. Right to cut wood
11. Descartes
12. Australian bird
13. **OVER**
15. Sawbones
16. ECIRP
17. Food types: Comb. form
18. Always
19. Comicstrip light bulb
20. Covering
21. Sea bird
22. Science program
23. Scent
24. Hands
25. Estrange
26. Merit
27. Mark time

**DOWN**

1. Malay tribe
2. Alt.
3. Main homophone
4. **OVER**
5. OVER OVER OVER
6. Kind of used car
7. Limned
8. Shock
9. --- in a while
10. --- in a while
11. --- in a while
12. --- in a while
13. --- in a while
14. --- in a while
15. --- in a while
16. --- in a while
17. --- in a while
18. --- in a while
19. --- in a while
20. --- in a while
21. --- in a while
22. --- in a while
23. --- in a while
24. --- in a while
25. --- in a while
26. --- in a while
27. --- in a while